In this paper we study restricted sum formulas involving alternating Euler sums which are defined by
Introduction
The multiple zeta values (MZVs) ζ(s 1 , . . . , s d ) of depth d are defined by the iterated sum ζ(s 1 , . . . , s d ) = [3] showed that a,b>0,a+b=n ζ(2a, 2b) = 3 4 ζ(2n).
Such formulas with arguments running through only even integers are called restricted sum formulas. Shen and Cai [10] generalized (1) to multiple zeta values of fixed depth d ≤ 4 and fixed weight 2n. Hoffman [6] recently extended this to arbitrary depths. In [15] , the author obtained a similar result for multiple Hurwitz-zeta values whose small depth cases were first studied by Shen and Cai [9] . Higher level analogs of MZVs are given by special values of multiple polylogarithms at N-th roots of unity (see [2, 14] ). These values are complex values in general when N > 2. In level N = 1 we recover MZVs and in level N = 2 we obtain (alternating) Euler sums which are defined as follows. Following the convention we call w = s 1 +· · ·+s d the weight and d the depth. If ε j = −1 for some j we say the jth component is alternating and put a bar over s j by which we can suppress ε j . For example, it is fairly easy to see that
We shall derive a few different types of restricted sum formulas for alternating Euler sums. First we treat a very special type. For all positive integers s 1 , . . . , s d we set ξ(2s 1 , . . . , 2s d ) =ζ(2s 1 , . . . , 2s d ; (−1) s 1 , . . . , (−1)
(−1) s 1 n 1 · · · (−1)
For example,
Here for any string S we denote by S d the string obtained by repeating S exactly d times. Put Ξ(2n, d) =
For example, Ξ(6, 2) = ξ(2, 4) + ξ(4, 2) = ζ(2, 4) + ζ(4, 2).
It turns out that the formula for Ξ(2n, d) is more complicated than either of the two in [6, 15] for MZVs and multiple Hurwitz-zeta values respecitively. In fact, in a sense it combines the two. To state our main results concerning Ξ(2n, d) we recall that the Bernoulli numbers B j and Euler numbers E j are defined by the following generating functions respectively:
and E 2j+1 = 0 for all j ≥ 0.
The key to the proof of Theorem 1.1 is to study the generating function of Ξ(2n, d)
for which we have the following result.
Another formula for Ξ(2n, d) is more useful computationally when d is close to n.
The second type restricted sum formula for Euler sums has the form
Note that α counts the number of alternating components. When α = 1 or α = d we shall determine the restricted sum formulas by using the theory of symmetric functions.
Theorem 1.4. For every positive integers d ≤ n we have
The formula for A d (2n, d) is too complicated to write down here (see Theorem 8.2). These two formulas are derived by using the following information on their generating functions (see Theorem 8.1 and Theorem 9.1).
We are able to compute A α (2n, d) for other α's when the depth d < 5 by using the stuffle relations (also called quasi-shuffle or harmonic shuffle relations) satisfied by the alternating Euler sums. This method can be pushed to larger depth cases by brutal force but it is clearly not the ideal approach. It seems that the symmetric function theory becomes harder and harder to apply when α moves closer and closer to d/2. As a result, to find a computationally simple formula for arbitrarily fixed n, d and α might require some new ideas.
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2 Proof of Theorem 1.2 and Theorem 1.3
We first recall some results on symmetric functions contained in [6, 7] with some modification. Let Sym be the subring of Q[[x 1 , x 2 , . . . ]] consisting of the formal power series of bounded degree that are invariant under permutations of the x j . Define elements e j , h j , and p j in Sym by the generating functions (see [7 
.
Define an evaluation map (as a ring homomorphism)
First we need a simple lemma.
Lemma 2.1. For any positive integer n we have
Proof. It is easy to see that
Hence the lemma follows from a simple computation using the fact that (1 + i) 2 = 2i
be the sum of all the monomial symmetric functions corresponding to partitions of n having length d. Then clearly
As in [6] we may define
By Lemma 2.1 we have
and
This proves Theorem 1.2.
Extracting the coefficient of u 2n yields immediately the following identity by (3)
Here ζ(0) = −1/2. Now by [6, Lemma 2] we have
Applying the homomorphism E and using equation (6) and (7) we get Theorem 1.3 immediately.
3 Proof of Theorems 1.1
Define g(y) = sin y cosh y/y. First we want to study its power series expansion. By definition
We get by Theorem 1.2:
Lemma 3.1. For all d ≥ 0 define the polynomials
Then we havẽ
Proof. It suffices to prove that for all d ≥ 0
Differentiating once we see that we need to show X d , Y d , Z d and W d are the unique solution to the recursive system of differential equations:
with the initial conditions X 0 (x) = Y 0 (x) = Z 0 (x) = 0 and W 0 (x) = 1. This can be verified easily.
We have the following well-known power series expansions
We can complete the proof of Theorem 1.1 by extracting the coefficient of u n from the above.
We would like to point out that the quantity
does not seem to simplify. Here, for any real α > 0
A formula involving this quantity was written down first by Ramanujan in his famous notebook [1, p. 276] . This was proved later by Grosswald [5] . The formula says
e 2kπ/α − 1 .
Multiplying both sides by (−α) n π we get
Clearly if n is odd then R n (1) = 0. When n is even we get
Notice the series on the right hand side converges very fast. This fact was employed by Ramanujan in his computation of Riemann zeta function at odd integers.
Restricted sum formula of Euler sums with fixed number of alternating components
For any integers 0 ≤ α ≤ d ≤ n we consider the sum
Notice that α counts the number of components that are truly alternating. So in particular A 0 (2n, d) is the restricted sum of multiple zeta values of fixed depth d and weight 2n which was studied in [6] . Moreover
is the restricted sum of all alternating Euler sums of depth d and weight 2n. An easy consequence of Hoffman's result is the following.
Proposition 4.1. For all positive integers n we have
Proof. Notice that
So (9) follows immediately from the following formula
given by [6, Theorem 1].
For example, when d < 4 we have
The following lemma will be handy in the computation of small depth cases.
Lemma 4.2. For every positive integer n and nonnegative integer r we define
Then we have
A
Proof. We can obtain (13) by setting x = 1/2, y = 0 and replacing n by 2n in [8, (2.8) ]. To prove (14) let g(y) = ye y/2 /(e y − 1) and h(y) = ye y /(e y − 1). Now consider the generating function
An easy computation yields
Comparing the coefficients of y 2n we have
Multiplying by (−1) n (2π) 2n /8 on both sides we get (14) . Similarly it is straight-forward to verify that
Multiplying by (−1) n (2π) 2n /16 on both sides we get (15) . This completes the proof of the lemma.
In the next three sections we handle A α (2n, d) for d = 2, 3, 4 respectively. The main idea is to use stuffle relations (see [13] ) and (10) to express A α (2n, d) in terms of sums similar to those in Lemma 4.2. For example, when there is only one alternating component we have 
1 (2n, 2) for all nonnegative integer r. We leave this to the interested reader. In the last section we shall use symmetric function theory to find a sum formula for A 1 (2n, d) for arbitrarily fixed n and d.
Euler sums of depth two
We call Euler sums of form ζ(j 1 , . . . , j d ) to be of total alternating type. We first consider the restricted sums involving only this type of Euler sums. 
Proof. Let a, b > 0 such that a + b = n. Then by stuffle relation and (2) we have
by [8, (2.4) ] and the third displayed formula from bottom on page 154 of [8] . The proposition now follows easily.
Anther (maybe more elegant) proof is to set x = y = 1/2 and replace n by 2n in [8, (2.8) ]. We have a,b≥0,a+b=n
Notice that (−1)
Hence a,b>0,a+b=n
This yields (17) quickly.
Proposition 5.2. For all positive integers n we have
Proof. By (16)
The proposition follows from (13) quickly.
Proposition 5.3. For all positive integers n we have
Proof. This follows from (11) easily. But we may also prove it by using the definition directly as follows:
The proposition follows easily from (1), (17) and (13).
Euler sums of depth three
We first consider the restricted sums involving only Euler sums of total alternating type.
Proposition 6.1. For all positive integers n we have
Proof. Let a = x + y + z and f (t) = te at /(e t − 1). Then
Comparing the coefficients of t n we get
Setting x = y = z = 1/2 (so a = 3/2) and n → 2n we get = 0 for all n ≥ 1. Multiplying by (−1) n−1 (2π) 2n /8 on both sides, using (18) and simplifying we have j+k+ℓ=n j,k,ℓ>0
On the other hand, by stuffle relations
ζ(2j, 2k, 2ℓ) + 3 j+k=n j,k>0
The proposition follows easily.
Proposition 6.2. For every positive integer n we have
Proof. By (16) and (1) we have LHS of (23) = 3 4
Thus (23) follows from Lemma 4.2 easily. Similarly by stuffle relations and (17) LHS of (24) = j+k+ℓ=n j,k,ℓ>0
Here we have used the coincidence that when j = n − 1 the corresponding two terms of the two sums in (25) cancel each other. By changing index j → n − j and adding it back we see that
Hence (24) follows from [8, (2.4)], (13) and (19).
Combining [10, Theorem 1], (22) and Proposition 6.2 we can prove the next result immediately. Of course this also follows from (12) easily. Proposition 6.3. For all positive integers n we have
Euler sums of depth four
One needs the following Lemma in depth four.
Lemma 7.1. For every positive integer n and nonnegative integer r we have
Proof. Let g(y) = ye y/2 /(e y − 1) and h(y) = y/(e y − 1). Now consider the generating function
Multiplying by (−1) n (2π) 2n /16 on both sides we get (26). This completes the proof of the lemma.
Proposition 7.2. For every positive integer n we have
A 4 (2n, 4) = 11 64
Proof. One may use the same method as in the last section. We will only prove (28) which is not covered by the last two sections of this paper and is the most complicated case in depth 4. By definition
where
and similarly
We now can finish the proof of (28) by using (10), Proposition 5.2, Proposition 6.2, Lemma 4.2, Lemma 7.1 and the following identities (see [8, (2.4) ] and [11, (11.10) ])
All the other formulas in the proposition can be proved similarly. In particular, we have two different proofs of (31), one by Proposition 4.1 and the other by adding up all A α (2n, 4) altogether for α = 0, . . . , 4, which provides us some confidence that all the formulas are correct. We leave the details to the interested reader.
Euler sums of total alternating type
As in [6] we define an evaluation homomorphism Z : Sym → R such that Z(x j ) = 1/j 2 for all i ≥ 1. In proving [6, Lemma 1] Hoffman showed that
Define for all positive integers d ≤ n
We first determine the generating function of 
Proof. It is easy to see that the generating function of M tot n,d is given by
Hence
Define the even and odd parts of E(u) by
(1 + ux 2j ), and
respectively. Then we have
Clearly
The theorem follows from evaluating (34) using the above and (32).
Theorem 8.2. For every positive integers d ≤ n we have
where z n,j,k = ζ(2n − 2j − 2k)π 2j+2k .
Theorem 9.1. We have
Proof. Define for all positive integers d ≤ n
Moreover the generating function of M 1 n,d is given by
It is straight-forward to see that
where f (u) and g(u) are defined by (35) and (36), respectively. They satisfy
The equation (37) Therefore we get 
Finally we are ready to prove the restricted sum formula for all Euler sums of exactly one alternating component with fixed weight and depth at even arguments. Proof. We expand (37) as follows: Remark 9.4. Notice that the coefficients for x j in P d (x) and Q d (x) are given by sums instead of just one term. Using WZ method we can show that no closed formulas in terms of j can be found in the sense of [12, §8.7] .
